Marsupialization of Stensen’s Duct: Revisiting Sialolith Management
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Abstract
Sialoliths, needless to say, are an extremely common entity for an otorhinolaryngologist. There’s a parade of causation behind the same. Parotid duct stone relatively stands as an uncommon occurrence. Not only proper and timed diagnosis arise as an important factor, but also clinical expertise and diagnostic simplicity play a vital role in providing patient relief.
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Introduction
Parotid region swellings are an everyday finding in an otolaryngology setup. With a multifactorial causation, sialolithiasis of Stensen’s duct, though rare, stands as an important attribution. Both, local and systemic reasons have an essential participation in the formation of calculi. We here describe a case of a 28 year old lady whose parotid duct sialolith was managed on the basis of simpler, yet effective interventional techniques.

Case Report
A 28 year old female presented to our outpatient department with complaints of recurrent episodes of swelling over the left preauricular region since 4 years. The swelling was associated with pain and intermittent fever. Brief history revealed pain to be perimastication coupled with the swelling. Bimanual oral examination made a centimetre sized diffuse swelling over the left maxillary molar palpable, with a sub-centimetre sized stony hard feel within. On milking the gland there was no secretory expression. A series of bloodwork was done to exclude other infective causes for the presentation and initially conservative treatment was given. An ultrasonography (USG) of the swelling suggested parotitis which later subsided with the antibiotic treatment given. The USG also revealed presence of a calculus in the left parotid ductal system with mild ductal dilatation. With a normalised blood count and minimal imaging due to patient’s financial constraints, she was posted for removal of the parotid duct sialolith under local anaesthesia. A small incision was placed over the left buccal mucosa opposite the second molar. The left parotid duct was exposed, papilla separated and edges were everted. The calculus was expressed out quickly which measured 7mm x 2mm. Marsupialization was done. The procedure was uneventful with minimal blood loss. Patient was discharged with an immediate symptomatic relief and a week long oral antibiotic therapy.

Fig. 1: Eversion of Papilla

Fig. 2: Stone expelled out from the duct
Discussion

The human salivary system is mainly summed up by three pairs of major salivary glands and numerous minor salivary glands dispersed underneath the buccal mucosa. These play a pivotal role in maintaining homeostasis in the oral cavity. Formation of sialoliths (Greek: sialon- saliva; lithos- stone) is a common disorder. Its causation is accredited to a wide range of factors including dehydration, anticholinergic and other drugs, mechanical trauma, masses- neoplastic or otherwise, systemic diseases such as Sjogren’s syndrome, hypertension, diabetes, hyperparathyroidism, gout, radiotherapy to head and neck, renal impairment, pH alterations, strictures or kinks, mucous plugs, foreign bodies or simply old age. Sialolithiasis mostly occurs in the submandibular glands (80-85%), with lesser likability in the parotid (5-10%) and sublingual (0-5%) glands. These calculi are a more frequent occurrence in adulthood with a relatively rarer paediatric presentation. Preponderance is found in male population over females. With much of an overlapping symptomatology, the difference in presentation parallels the type of the glands involved. Many cases are clinically silent until some obstructive pathology befalls. The commonest presentations include swelling associated with the gland involved i.e. in the submandibular or parotid region, pricking pain typically allied with mastication or gustation (Salivary colic). The disease hence is aptly termed as Meal-time syndrome as the signs are peri-prandial and are sustained according to the salivary flow. Symptom free intervals having been commonly publicized. The high possibility of submandibular calculi formation is chemically reflected by the fact of high alkalinity in its secretions, escalated calcium content and a strong parasympathetic secretory drive. Mechanically, factors such as longer and irregular duct, more dependant location and smaller orifice in a high pressure area escalate the chances of stone formation. When it comes to parotid, the largest salivary gland, the duct of Stenson is around 5cm in length with 0.4-0.6mm as its internal calibre. It enters the oral cavity opposite the second upper molar at the parotid papilla. The secretions are serosanguinous. The concretions are composed of both organic and inorganic matters with a ratio of 51:49 in parotid calculi. The main participants of these are calcium phosphate, smaller amounts of carbonates in the form of hydroxyapatite with also magnesium, potassium and traces of ammonium. Growth rate of a salivary calculus according to the date is estimated to be around 1-1.5 mm/year. There still remain discrepancies in the theories of stone formation referred to hitherto. To frame a proper treatment modality, an essay of investigations and imaging has been publicized from time to time. The ideal imaging technique, however, should not only be harmless but also be widely available, with a good diagnostic value and be cost effective, especially in a third world country. The imaging typically espouses X-rays, ultrasonography, sialography, CT scan, MRI, sialoendoscopy and other advancing techniques. The standard radiography although being inexpensive limits itself at not revealing radiolucent or intraglandular stones. Sialography is widely available, or for that matter sialoendoscopy, is an efficiently precise procedure with a better cure rate however is invasive, may excite acute sialadenitis, ostial injuries or may even cause scarring to the fancy of its expenses. CT scans draw the line at subjecting the patient to radiation and the possibility to occult the stone with thick slices and non-precise intraductal information. Functional imaging modalities like diffusion weighted imaging (DWI) or positron emission tomography stand with high accuracy but fetch results for complicated findings i.e. biological behaviour and vascular patterning, are seldom useful for simple calculi and highly expensive. Also, they do not provide optimum evaluation on ductal system. It thus follows that with restriction of financial capacity, clinical expertise of
the diagnostician and wide availability, USG turns out as an excellent first line investigation in our experience.24,25 Being a quick procedure with zero patient harm, it can also be performed in a poorly cooperative patient and allows even vascular evaluation paired with a doppler.26 Adoption of a proper therapy is an important factor. Traditional ultimate management possibilities encompass duct dilatation, dissection and sialadenectomy. Many studies have suggested that the gland function resumes to normal post elimination of obstructive pathology. The current trends thus include Extra Corporeal Shockwave Lithotripsy (ESWL), Intra Corporeal Shockwave Lithrotipsy (ISWL- endoscopic guided/ pneumatic/ electro hydraulic), operative Sialoendoscopy, Interventional Radiology and injection botulinum toxin.19,27,28 With the advent of newer, finer surgical techniques, there’s provision of better outcomes with better efficacy. Fewer rates of complications have been established. They, though, carry a drawback of either being invasive and/or being expensive. On the contrary, we have observed that simply adopting eversion of papilla with marsupialization under local anaesthesia offers quick relief. This procedure in spite of being simpler, quicker seems, yet forgotten in recent times to the fancy of modern therapeutic interventions. In addition to that it also provides an excellent cost restrained outcome, minimal complication and therefore patient satisfaction.

Conclusion
Parotid duct calculi is a rarer finding. The line of management inhere a detailed history, proper examination, clinical dexterity of the diagnostician and a befitting line of precise imaging technique. Even with the advent of newer glorified and somehow arduous techniques, the surgical and expense effectiveness of simpler technique like marsupialization should not be forgotten. Patient satisfaction can thus be readily achieved in a minimalistic way.
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